Candace's important
posts for new readers
For EVERYBODY here that is new, about
the planetary prince

Part I
It is both of them Claude and go read under the UB section I have on the site
from possibly the planetary prince chapter, or the UB chapter on the different
epochs. As you know there was the Adam and Eve default. This planet has some
pretty bad problems so it is going to have 2 planetary princes, the invisible
Machiventa and the visible Esu, a joint position for as long as needed,
suggesting about 1000 years. Machiventa will remain the permanent one, unless of
course something changes, and Esu is temporary. During the Adam and Eve missions
great universities and the like are built, and true globalism that goes with
entry into light and life is built by them, primarily.
You may have read in the UB, and I think I have that section up, but I am not
sure, that probably one of Adam and Eve's children MIGHT replace them at some
point. And possibly that might be true in the distance future. Basically Esu and
Nada will do the work that needs doing ON the planet that the Adam and Eves do,
except Nada isn't planing on having a few hundred kids, there is a different
plan in place to genetically upgrade the races, but they will probably have a
more normal earth sized family, but over 1000 years, who knows!
So once the earth is stable, many years down the road, Esu and Nada will depart
their mission as both have further plans for climbing the celestial
administrative ladder. CM is using more and more ascending sons to replace
typical descending sons positions. He has 2 ascending sons already as system
heads! This is part of a training program to prepare ascending sons for these
roles in the new universes of outer space and I too, am on that tract, I plan in
the far distance future of being a Creator Son in partnership with my soul mate.
I assume I will have temporary positions along the way, and this job as a
partner with CM and Esu is also directly related to gathering my own experience
in leadership of this sort. This idea is coverd in the UB also.
There are a lot of highly advanced ascending sons from paradise here on this
planet now, gathering experience and some of you may be amongst them. Certainly
all of you participating in this are making a nice resume for yourselves for
later positions you may be interested in, regards management, teaching, law, the
arts etc.
We also have Paradise descending Trinity Teachers Sons (Daynals) INCARNATE on

this planet and two of them are on my team. That is Jess and Henning. As far as
I know the rest of us are Ascending Sons. I am a Mighty Messenger, fairly
recently graduated as is Tom, my soul mate. He will be walking the planet with
me, he is embodied on the Capricorn right now.
If you have not read it yet, go find the piece I did with Mother Shekhmet. She
is a very OLD Mighty Messenger, and wrote 3 chapters in the UB. She has worked
long on this planet and some of those Eqyptian lioness figures are her. She is a
Paschet, which is from a group of Felines that made Paradise. Her soul origin
was universe 60011, in Orvonton. I forget it's name, I think she gave it to me,
in her piece with me. She wrote paper 22, 28, and 30. Read the little section
about Mighty Messengers in paper 22, and you see that she mentions that her soul
mate also graduated in her class, and that is one labled Father Alcyone, or
Heru, on this planet, and he wrote several of the other papers of the UB. Mother
S a feline, indeed, any of the animal forms can come forth from the evolutionary
process into "human."
Best be loving your kitty family members, you can never tell where you might
meet them later on! Some kitties are starting to get thought adjusters on this
planet, I have had 2 that did. They will be incarnating a lot for awhile, as
generally to make the mansion worlds you have to be 3rd circle. They are
preparing for using a human body on our other side. I haven't chatted with them
for a bit, but will someday write a book on all this for kids. Title to be
Conversations with Sara, What Cat's KNOW. Sara and Spicy Girl were some cats,
very telepathic. I learned a lot from them.
Those of you who have read Mark Huber and the A&A, Rama and Tara, this is
totally fraudulent. Mother S is NOT the captain of Nibiru and Father Alcyone is
NOT our central sun. And they sell fake channelings of her, and as I have
mentioned before, I listened to one of them over the phone on a teleconference
once and Rama growled like crazy while pretending to be a lioness and the folks
bought it, at least ome of them. OK, enough on that topic. I am still not a
happy camper on that one and using people that way.
Anyway, Esu and AH will build an international headquarters and will acquire
quite a few universities already existing around the planet. This is planned to
be in the Denver Metro area and there is already arrangements to acquire a
school here of interest. The international headquarters will have an intentional
community as part of it, plus schools, and of course an office complex. The
different regions will have individual local headquarters, staffed by the
regional directors and their staff. Hope this solves the question. Daniel
Raphael chats with Machiventa and is aware of this dual position. It is not
announced to the UB teaching mission groups, because they are so stuck in the UB
they can't look around otherwise.
Interestingly the guy from australia that does some of the 11:11 work, George

Bernard, is STILL convinced "Sananda" is the personal thought adjuster that CM
had 2000 years ago. Some folks can't look aside that and understand it, many
because of George buy that idea. However, I like his work, but was worried when
he dropped out for months and hope nothing went wrong. I don't know if others in
the teaching mission accept Esu as the personal thought adjuster or not. But at
any rate, I don't know the personal thought adjusters name, but CM has the same
one NOW in his incarnate role. You can read about that in one of the pieces I
did, called Many Hats of Christ Michael. He explains his role with the pHoenix
now in it too.
Someone, don't let this go to waste!!!! Put it in the file maybe with the piece
I wrote introducing myself or whatever! Maybe name it's Candace's important
posts for new readers or something.

Part II
HI xxxx, the Father has a bit more personal interest is this planet that the
others too, it is of great importance. I have had a couple discussions with him
and what needs to be done for better understanding. He is directly communicating
to some incarnate celestials through personal Thought adjusters for this
service.

I don't know if all of you newer readers here know or not, but NO CREATOR SON
has ever embodied a second time on a planet. All of you who have taken an
interest in this project, there are many blessings in that, we are all together
making some huge "galactic history", going literally, where no man has gone
before. I suggest if any of you have not read it yet, to also read #25 thru me,
called No Other Planet has Walked Personally with Christ MIchael as you shall
do.
One most planets the Second Coming is the coming of higher God Consciousnesswith
the entering of Light and life. Whoever the avonal son (or the one time only
creator son) bestowal was, the Avonal or Creator Son always returns when the
planet enter's light and life, but they do NOT embody again. They are visible to
some in the first opened morontia temple.
Monjoronson has served as an Avonal Bestowal Son before on a world in Nebadon
and at some point while he is working here on the Magisterial Mission, he will
return to that world for a short time when it enters light and life, as is
expected fairly soon.
And xxxx, there is a morontia temple in Nebadon's area under the Himalayas,
for celestia visits, as that is a special area of sufficient monopolar
vibration. There will also be a small area here in Colorado before the planet is
into light and life, that can be created by elevating the vibration of an

auditorium, probably at a university, but we won't have a full public one until
we are in Light and life.

The initial purpose of the UB, is to help awaken the high level starseeds
incarnate here. Of course it will serve a very long time to those of this
planet, and the reason we have it, is because of the Correcting Time and CM
returning. It was known of course when it was given, he would be returning,
although no date was given. But it was ordered into print just after CM
returned. When I finally let myself buy it, I couldn't put it down for a long
time, the memories just streamed like crazy. But I was a tad confused about
certain things left out, like reincarnation, but that was to protect the star
seeds coming in, as the dark side goes for blood, to remove them.
I was encouraged to look at it in about 1996 or 97 when I was in a bookstore
with my daughter. It got my attention and I put it back because of the story of
Christ. I had quite literally "had it" up my neck with Christians and being
informed I was going to rot in hell for not joining this that or the other
church etc. My ex husbands mother was really bad in that regard. But I ran into
plenty.
I finally bought it in late 2000 or early 2001 as I was continously urged to do
so. It was a bit pricey at the time, and I would initially just read bits of it
in the bookstore, but finally I had a little money and got it. I finally had
time to myself in early 2000 when the last of my adult children (and
grandchildren) were out on their own. I had to do some pushing and shoving so I
could have my house to myself, which I needed desparately to be able to grow
into this.

